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DECEMBER & JANUARY

 

2011 – 2012
Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah and Happy Holidays!

SIGNED BOOKS MAKE GREAT GIFTS
Currently in stock for holiday giving:
Michael Connelly – The Drop 27.99
Janet Evanovich – Explosive Eighteen
Mark Schweizer – Dear Priscilla 23.95
Margaret Coel – The Perfect Suspect
John Connelly – 26.00
C.J. Box – Nowhere to Run 25.95
C.J. Box – Back of Beyond
25.99 ***

28.00
25.95

***Chosen by Kirkus Review as one of the Best Fiction books of 2011

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS
A basket filled with chocolate, hot chocolate mix and tea topped off with the book of your choice is
a great gift. These must be ordered 3 business days in advance the price depends on the size and
the cost of the book, please give me a call for more information. If you’re stumped, a MBTB Gift
Certificate is always a welcome gift, if this is what YOU want to receive you might leave this lying
around for the potential giver to see. Gift certificates can be mailed. Don’t forget that we will
Gift-Wrap FREE!

MORE HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS! BOOKS! BOOKS! With a holiday theme.
Anne Perry – A Christmas Vigil $15.00 – Contains two of Anne’s previous Christmas novels – A Christmas
Promise and A Christmas Odyssey.
Kingsbury, Kate – Herald of Death $15.00 – During the Christmas holidays Cecily Baxter searches for
a killer who leaves a gold angel on his victim’s foreheads.
C.C. Benison – Twelve Drummers Drumming $22.00 – A man and his daughter move to a small English
town to escape sad memories, then a woman is killed at the local fair.
Sally Goldenbaum – A Holiday Yarn $14.95 – The Seaside Knitters are baking cookies & making their
gifts until a friend’s cousin is killed in her new bed & breakfast & the Knitters seek the truth.
Emily Brightwell – Mrs. Jeffries and the Mistletoe $23.95 – Art collector Daniel McCort is killed
under the mistletoe and Mrs. Jeffries & gang help Ins. Witherspoon find the killer.
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Duncan, Christine – A Killer’s Christmas in Wales $24.99 – Penny Brannigan helps a woman prove her
innocence in the murder of a man who swindled her out of her money.
Mortimer, John – Forever Rumpole - $26.95 – Brings together 14 of Rumpole’s most entertaining
adventures.
Fluke, Joanne – Lake Eden Cookbook $18.95 – Christmas cooking time in Lake Eden: All the recipes in
the books, from Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder through Carrot Cake Murder, plus new recipes.
Daheim, Mary – The Alpine Winter $25.00 – It’s Christmastime and Emma Lord is investigating a body
found in a cave on Mt. Sawyer.

2011 AWARD WINNERS
Edgar Awards Winners
Best Novel – The Lock Artist – Steve Hamilton
Best First Novel – Rogue Island – Bruce DeSilva
Mary Higgins Clark Award – The Crossing Places – Elly Griffiths
Anthony Award Winners
Best Mystery – Bury Your Dead – Louise Penny
Best First Mystery – Damage Done – Hilary Davidson
Best Paperback Original – Expiration Date – Duane Swierczynski
Barry Award Winners
Best Mystery – The Lock Artist – Steve Hamilton
Best First Mystery – The Poacher’s Son – Paul Doiron
Best British Crime Novel – The Woodcutter – Reginald Hill
Best Paperback Original – Fever at the Bone – Val McDermid
Shamus Award Winners
Best PI Novel – No Mercy – Lori Armstrong
Best PI Paperback Original – Asia Hand – Christopher G. Moore
Best PI First Novel – In Search of Mercy – Michael Ayoob
Malice Domestic Awards – Agatha Awards
Best Novel – Bury Your Dead – Louise Penny
Best First Novel – The Long Quiche Goodbye – Avery Aames
Kirkus Review Best Mysteries of 2011
C.J. Box – Back of Beyond
Donna Leon – Drawing Conclusions
Simon Tolkein – The King of Diamonds
Arne Dahl – Misterioso
Lou Manfredo – Rizzo’s Fire
Carson Morton – Stealing Mona Lisa

Buzzelli, Elizabeth Kane - Dead Dogs and Englishmen
Sally Spencer – Echoes of the Dead
James Thompson – Luceifer’s Tears
S.J. Bolton – Now You See Me
Reavis Z. Wortham – The Rock Hole
Amanda Kyle Williams – the Stranger You Seek

DECEMBER HARDCOVERS - MANY HAVE ARRIVED
Andrews, Sarah
Rock Bottom
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Em Hansen's husband is accused of the murder a fellow rafter during a trip down the Grand Canyon.
Ballard, Mignon
Miss Dimple Rallies to the Cause
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Sept, 1943: On the eve of a Rally to support the troops abroad, children find a body, and Miss Dimple is on the case.
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Barbieri, Maggie
Physical Education
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Alison Bergeon is coaching the women's basketball team after the coach dies - & she suspects the coach was murdered.
Befeler,Mike
Senior Moment are Murder
$25.95
(Five Star)
Paul Jacobson must solve murders in the beach community of Venice Beach while contending with his memory loss.
Black, Michelle Séance In Sepia $25.95 (Five Star)
Flynn Keirnan buys a strange old photograph & is pulled back into a mystery that started in 1875 Chicago.
Cannell, Stephen J.
Vigilante
$25.99
(St. Martin)
The last novel by Stephen J. Cannell. Shane Scully & Sumner Hitchens investigate a crime with ties to reality TV.
Challis, Joanna
The Villa of Death
$25.99
(St. Martin)
1927 -Daphne du Maurier is at an estate for a wedding when the groom is found murdered & the bride is the suspect.
Cornwell, Patricia
Red Mist
$27.95
(Putnam)
A new Scarpetta novel.
Cotterhill, Colin
Slash and Burn
$25.00
(Soho)
Dr. Siri is supervising a American soldiers searching for remains of missing soldiers - then a member of the group is killed.
Daheim, Mary
The Alpine Winter
$25.00
(Ballantine)
In this Christmas installment, the holidays find Emma Lord investigating a body found in a cave on Mt. Sawyer.
Disilverio, Laura
Swift Edge
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Charlie Swift is hired to find the missing partner of a world-class pairs skater- who is a US hope for an Olympic medal.
Eccles, Marjorie
Broken Music
$25.99
(St. Martin)
1919, Britain: Sgt. Hanson is determined to find out the truth about his daughter's drowning, then a murder occurs as well.
Ellis, Robert
Murder Season
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Det. Lena Gamble investigates the murder of an L.A. club owner, one of the most connected men in Hollywood politics.
Ferris, Monica
Threadbare
$24.95
(Berkley)
Betsy's friend Emily's homeless aunt is murdered - and she is the second homeless woman killed, and Betsy searches for the killer.
Gage, Leighton
A Vine in the Blood
$24.00
(Soho)
Ins. Mario Silva must find the kidnapped mother of the star Brazilian soccer player before the World Cup match.
Grafton, Sue
V is for Vengeance
$27.95
(Putnam)
A tangled web of dangerous relationships are at the heart of this newest Kinsey Milhone novel.
Graham, Barbara
Murder By Music: The Wedding Quilt
$25.95
(Five Star)
Park County, Tenn.'s Sheriff Tony Abernathy realizes that a murderer has followed his wife's quilting group to their retreat.
Hall, James W.
Dead Last
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Thorn joins forces with a policewoman to find a killer who uses the obituaries as a blueprint for selecting his victims.
Holt, Anne
1222
$25.00
(Scribner)
A crackling locked-room mystery, where guests stranded in a remote Norwegian hotel during a snowstorm start turning up dead.
Hunter, Stephen
Soft Target
$26.99
(Simon & Schuster)
Ex-Marine sniper Ray Cruz must outwit a group of Somali terrorists who've laid siege to the Mall of America.
James P D
Death Comes to Pemberley
$25.95
(Knopf)
Elizabeth & Darcy life at Pemberley is shattered when Elizabeth's sister arrives screaming that her husband has been murdered.
James, Peter
Dead Man's Grip
$25.99
(St. Martin)
DS Roy Grace must protect a girl who survived a crash that was fatal to a person with deadly crime connections.
Jones, Merry
Behind the Walls
$25.95
(Severn House)
Harper Jennings rival in the archaeology dept. at Cornell is killed after coming out with stories about a Pre-Columbian shape shifter.
Jones, Solomon
The Gravedigger's Ball
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Det. Mike Coletti must find the man who is targeting the sister of the woman who nearly cost Coletti his life.
Karp, Larry
A Perilous Conception
$14.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
Kovacs, Ed
Storm Damage
$25.99
(St. Martin)
The murder of a bar owner is swept under the rug after a New Orleans hurricane until PI St. James takes over.
Limon, Martin
Mr. Kill
$24.00
(Soho)
Sgts. Sueno & Bascom investigate a rape on a crowded train, supposedly perpetrated by a U.S. serviceman.
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau
Cat Telling Tales
$19.99
(Morrow)
A suspicious fire leaves a twelve-year-old boy homeless and Joe Gray and his PI friends smell a rat.
Purser, Ann
Foul Play at Four
$24.95
(Berkley)
Lois' husband is injured when he interrupts a burglary in progress, and Lois and Ins. Cowgill search for the thief.
Roker, Al & Lochte, Dick
The Talk Show Murders
$26.00
(Delacorte)
Billy Blessings con man past comes back to haunt him - when characters from that past start to turn up dead.
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Stabenow, Dana
A Fatal Thaw
$24.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
A reissue of the 2nd book in the Kate Shugak series.
Staincliffe, Cath
Crying Out Loud
$27.95
(Severn House)
PI Sal Kilkenny investigates when a man recants his confession to the murder of Sal's client's boyfriend.
Stevens, Taylor
The Innocent
$24.00
(Crown)
Vanessa Munroe goes undercover in a cult in Argentina to rescue a child stolen by that cult 8 years before.
JANUARY HARDCOVERS
Adams, Jane
Night Vision
$28.95
(Severn House)
Naomi Blake when an old friend and journalist & his source are both killed, and Alec and his DCI are called away
to help with the investigation.
Bates, Quentin
Cold Comfort
$25.00
(Soho)
Sgt. Gunnhildur is promoted to Reykjavik's Serious Crime Unit to hunt down an escaped convict who is on a revenge spree.
Burdett, John
Vulture Peak
$25.95
(Knopf)
Thai police det. Sonchai Jitpleecheep is put in charge of a massive sting operation to stop trafficking in human organs.
Caplan, Thomas
The Spy Who Jumped Off the Screen
$26.95
(Viking)
Ty Hunter, a former spy and now a film star, is on a mission to stop the transfer of nuclear warheads into rogue hands.
Carr, Howie
Hard Knocks
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Jack Reilly, ex-Boston cop, makes ends meet as a PI. When a client is killed, Reilly finds himself in a whole world of pain
Carrisi, Donato
The Whisperer
$25.99
(mulholland)
Criminologist Goran Gavila & Officer Mila Vasquez search for six missing girls.
Clark, Cassandra
A Parliament of Spies
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Abbess Hildegard wrestles with her role as a Richard II's spy in the parliament that is hastily gathering at Westminister.
Clark, Mary Jane
The Look of Love
$25.99
(Morrow)
Piper Donovan goes to a spa to plan a one-of-kind wedding cake - but a guest is murdered shortly after her arrival.
Clement, Blaize
The Cat Sitter's Pajamas
$24.99
(St. Martin)
When Dixie is hired by a football player to take care of his cats, she ends up dragged into a world of counterfeit high fashion.
Crais, Robert
Taken
$26.95
(Putnam)
A wealthy woman hires Cole and Pike to find her son who has been abducted by professional border kidnappers.
Deaver, Jeffery
Carte Blanche
(Pocket)
Dunn, Carola
Gone West
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Daisy visits a friend in Derbyshire who is secretary to a man who is killed shortly after Daisy's arrival.
Ebersohn, Wessel
Those Who Love Night
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Abigail Bukula, a brilliant young lawyer, must race to save 7 activists believed to be held at a notorious Zimbabwe prison.
Ellory, R.J.
A Quiet Vendetta
$25.95
(Overlook)
A kidnapper takes the Louisiana governor's daughter hostage - all he wants is time alone with a minor government official…
George, Elizabeth
Believing the Lie
$29.95
(Dutton)
Lynley is sent undercover to investigate the supposed drowning death of a wealthy man's uncle.
Goldberg, Lee
Mr. Monk on Patrol
$23.95
(Obsidian)
Summit, New Jersey Police Chief Randy Disher finds himself acting as mayor & asks Monk to serve as temporary policeman.
Gunn, Elizabeth
The Magic Line
$28.95
(Severn House)
Det. Sarah Burke attends a shooting in a residential street; it looks straight forward until one of the 'dead' victims runs away.
Hall, Parnell
10,000 in Small, Unmarked Puzzles
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Becky Baldwin hires Cora Felton to make a blackmail payment: she stumbles over a corpse & someone steals the money.
Helton, Peter
Four Below
$25.00
(Soho)
DI McLusky investigates a murders that may be associated with the takeover of the drug business in Bristol by a new man.
Hoag, Tami
Down the Darkest Road
$25.95
(Dutton)
The 3rd installment of the Oak Knoll series, featuring FBI Agent Vince Leone.
Jones, Darynda
Third Grave Dead Ahead
$23.99
(St Martin)
Grim reaper Charley Davidson is back – looking for a missing person and thinking full time about Reyes Farrow.
Kellerman, Faye
Gun Games
$25.99
(Morrow)
Peter Decker & Rina Lazarus investigate a secret cabal of some of Los Angeles’ most wealthy—and vicious—teens
Knox, Thomas
The Lost Goddess
$26.95
(Viking)
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A young archaeologist, Julia Kerrigan, finds a skull in a cave in France and gets involved in a murderous plot.
Leonard, Elmore
Raylan
$26.99
(Morrow)
Federal Marshall Raylan Givens tries to stop a group of women who are trading in illegal human organs.
Lescroart, John
The Hunter
$26.95
(Dutton)
San Francisco PI Wyatt Hunt searches for the killer of his birth mother.
Marston, Edward
A Bespoke Murder
$29.95(Allison & Busby) NEW SERIES
May, 1915: Ins. Harvey Marmion must find a killer when the German owner of a tailor shop is attacked during the war.l
Mosley, Walter
All I Did Was Shoot My Man
$26.95
(Riverhead Books)
Leonid McGill tries to prove a woman innocent of the charges of murder and theft of thousands of dollars.
O'Connell, Carol
The Chalk Girl
$25.95
(Putnam)
Mallory is back, this time investigating when a dead man is found in a tree in Central Park, his young niece
O'Malley, Daniel
The Rook
$25.99(Little, Brown) DEBUT THRILLER
A woman wakes up to find that she is a secret operative in an agency that battles supernatural forces.
Paretsky, Sara
Break-Down
$26.95
(Putnam)
Teenage girls stumble across a murdered man in the cemetery - and V.I. sets out to find the truth.
Parker, T. Jefferson
The Jaguar
$26.95
(Dutton)
A songwriter is kidnapped by the leader of a Cartel & ordered to write a song about his life - as Charlie Hood searches for her.
Patterson, James & Ellis, David
Guilty Wives
$26.99
(Little, Brown)
A luxurious Monte Carlo vacation lands four women in prison for a murder they didn't commit.
Penney, Stef
The Invisible Ones
$25.95
(Putnam)
PI Ray Lovell was hired to find the wife of a traveling Gypsy man - whose family is hiding secrets that Ray believe
are tied to the woman's disappearance.
Preston, Douglas & Lincoln Child
Gideon's Corpse
$26.99
(Grand Central)
Gideon Crew investigates when a collegue is poisoned by a massive dose of radiation, ends up framed as a terrorist.
Ryan, William
The Darkening Field
$24.99
(St. Martin)
1937, Russia:, Det. Alexei Korolev is bound for Odessa after the suspicious death of a loyal young party member.
Sharp, Zoe
The Fifth Victim
(Pegasus)
Where Charlie goes, thrills follow, and Zoe Sharp keeps them coming hard and fast.
Smith, Tom Rob
Agent 6
$25.99
(Grand Central)
Leo Demidov, a Soviet secret police agent, heads to New York to find out what happened to his family many years before.
Southy, Roz
Airs and Graces
$28.95
(Crème de la Crime)
1737. Newcastle Upon Tyne. Musician and sleuth Charles Patterson is more concerned with the murder of a
family, than the new music hall.
Stacey, Lyndon
No Holds Barred
$28.95(Severn House) NEW SERIES
Introducing police dog handler Daniel Whelan & his dog, Taz, who are asked to protect a woman running a haulage company.
Todd, Charles
The Confession
$25.99
(Morrow)
Ins. Rutledge investigates when a man is killed shortly after confessing to his own cousin's murder.
Woods, Stuart
D.C. Dead
$26.95
(Putnam)
Stone Barrington is summoned to Washington, D.C. by the President who has a special mission for him.
DECEMBER TRADE PAPERBACKS - MANY HAVE ARRIVED
Ebersohn, Wessel
The October Killings
$14.99
(St. Martin)
1 TPB
Finnis, Jane
A Bitter Chill
$14.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
1 TPB
Finnis, Jane
Danger in the Wind
$14.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
100A.D.- Aurelia Narcella must investigate when a soldier is murdered in his bed at Aurelia's inn.
Frazer, Margaret
A Play of Heresy
$15.00
(Berkley)
Actor Joliffe is asked by the Bishop to find a merchant who has gone missing and is presumed dead.
Gage, Leighton
Every Bitter Thing
$14.00
(Soho)
1 TPB
Higgins, George V.
Cogan's Trade
$14.95
(Vintage)
A reissue of Higgin's classic novel featuring Jackie Cogan - soon to be a movie starring Brad Pitt.
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Iles, Greg
The Devil's Punchbowl
$15.00
(Pocket)
1 TOB
Judson, Daniel
Voyeur
$14.99
(St. Martin)
1 TPB
Littell, Robert
Mother Russia
$16.00
(Penguin)
A black marketer manages to survive until he meets a woman who drags him into the profoundly dangerous game
of Russian politics.
McCullough, Colleen
Naked Cruelty
$16.00
(Simon & Schuster)
1 TPB
Ryan, William
The Holy Thief
$14.99
(St. Martin)
1 TPB
Silvis, Randall
The Boy Who Shoots Crows
$14.00
(Berkley)
Painter Charlotte may hold the key to the disappearance of a boy in the Pennsylvania woods.
Stroby, Wallace
Cold Shot to the Heart
$14.99
(St. Martin)
1 TPB
Sturges, P.G.
Shortcut Man
$15.00
(Scribner)
1 TPB
Todd, Charles
A Lonely Death
$14.99
(Harper)
1 TPB
Wahloo, Per
A Necessary Action
$14.95
(Vintage)
A novel of political intrigue by the co-author of the Martin Beck mysteries.
Wahloo, Per
The Assignment
$14.95
(Vintage)
A novel of political intrigue set in South America by the author of the Martin Beck mysteries.
JANUARY TRADE PAPERBACKS
Armstrong, Lori
Dark Mercy
$15.00
(Touchstone)
Mercy Gunderson, now working for the FBI, is tasked with finding a serial killer on the Eagle River Reservation.
Balzo, Sandra
Running on Empty
$14.95
(Severn House)
First in the new Main Street Murder series - in which life in Sutherland has always been inexplicably hazardous.
Bates, Quentin
Frozen Assets
$14.00
(Soho)
1 TPB
Dorsey, Tim
Electric Barracuda
$14.99
(Morrow)
1 TPB
Dunn, Carola
Anthem for Doomed Youth
$14.99
(St. Martin)
1 TPB
Eccles, Marjorie
The Cuckoo's Child
$15.95
(Severn House)
Yorkshire, 1909: The Beaumonts have secrets -- secrets that DI Charlie Womersely, investigating a body, must uncover.
Havill, Steven F.
One Perfect Shot
$14.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
A prequel to Heartshot : Bill Gastner investigates when a county employee is shot while sitting in a county roadgrader.
Heley, Veronica False Money
$15.95 (Severn House)
Bea's domestic agency does not investigate murders - until the star of an award-winning short film disappears.
Henry, Sara J.
Learning to Swim
$15.00
(Broadway Books)
1 TPB
LaPlante, Lynda
Prime Suspect
$14.99
(Harper)
Reissue of the 1st book in the series featuring DCI Jane Tennyson of London England.
LaPlante, Lynda
Prime Suspect 2
$14.99
(Harper)
Reissue of book 2 in the series featuring DCI Jane Tennyson of London, England.
LaPlante, Lynda
Prime Suspect 3
$14.99
(Harper)
Reissue of the 3rd book in the series featuring DCI Jane Tennyson of London England.
Manfredo, Lou
Rizzo's Fire
$14.99
(St. Martin)
1 TPB
Mosley, Walter
When the Thrill is Gone
$16.00
(NAL)
1 TPB
Parker, T. Jefferson
The Border Lords
$15.00
(NAL)
1 TPB
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Parks, Brad
Eyes of the Innocent
$14.99
(St. Martin)
1 TPB
Patterson, James
10th Anniversary
$14.99
(Grand Central)
1 TPB
Read, Cornelia
Invisible Boy
$13.99
(Grand Central)
1 TPB
Robertson, Imogen
Instruments of Darkness
$14.00
(Penguin)
1 TPB
Robotham, Michael
Shatter
$14.99
(Mulholland)
1 TPB
Roy, Lori
Bent Road
$15.00
(Plume)
A family returns to the home the father fled years before - then a local girl disappears and the past is coming back to
them.
Rubenfeld, Jed
The Death Instinct
$16.00
(Riverhead Books)
1 TPB
Smith, Brad
Red Means Run
$12.00
(Scribner) NEW SERIES
Set in upstate New York, featuring jack-of-all-trades Virgil Cain, who is accused of two high-profile murders.
Smith,Tom Rob
Child 44
$14.99
(Grand Central)
1 TPB
Talley, Marcia,
A Quiet Death
$15.95
(Severn House)
After a train crash Hannah finds herself in possession of an injured man's very distinctive bag…
Taylor, Kate
A Man in Uniform
$15.00
(Broadway Books)
late 1800's, France: Lawyer Francois Dubon is hired to rescue an army captain who has been convicted of spying.
Tursten, Helen
Detective Inspector Huss
$9.99
(Soho)
1 TPB
Waite, Urban
The Terror of Living
$14.99
(Back Bay)
Phil Hunt is suddenly on the run from a deputy sheriff and from a vicious hit man with a large knife.
DECEMBER PAPERBACKS
ADAMS, ELLERY – THE LAST WORD
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Olivia & her writers group investigate when a famous author who just moved to Oyster Bay is murdered.
BEASON, PAMELA – ENDANGERED
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Wildlife biologist Sam Westin must find a missing child whose disappearance is blames on rehabilitated cougars.
BLACKWELL, JULIET – DEAD BOLT
7.99
PBO (OBSIDIAN)
Mel Turner’s 2nd restoration project, a San Francisco Victorian, is interrupted by ghosts, a grumpy neighbor and murder.
BRANDON, ALI – DOUBLE BOOKED FOR DEATH
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Darla is excited to inherit her aunt’s bookstore – until a best selling author meets an untimely end during his signing in the store.
COONTS, DEBORAH – LUCKY STIFF
7.99
1PB (ST. MARTIN)
CAIN, CHELSEA – THE NIGHT SEASON
7.99
PBO (ST. MARTIN)
CLEMANT, BLAIZE – CAT SITTER AMONG THE PIGEONS
7.99
1PB (ST. MARTIN)
CRAIS, ROBERT – THE TWO MINUTE RULE
9.99
1PB (POCKET) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
DAHEIM, MARY – THE ALPINE VENGEANCE
7.99
1PB (BALLENTINE)
DOUGLAS, CAROLE NELSON – VIRTUAL VIRGIN
7.99
PBO (POCKET)
The 5th installment in the campy Delilah Street Paranormal Investigator series.
EVANOVICH, JANET – SMOKIN’ SEVENTEEN
7.99
1PB (BANTAM)
FERRIS, MONICA – BUTTONS AND BONES
7.99
1PB (BERKLEY)
GOLDBERG, LEE – MR. MONK ON THE COUCH
7.99
1PB (OBSIDIAN)
Darcy Merriweather JAMES, J.A. – FATAL ERROR
7.99
1PB (POCKET
JONES, DARCY – FIRST GRAVE ON THE RIGHT
7.99
1PB (ST. MARTIN)
J.J. MURPHY – YOU MIGHT AS WELL DIE
7.99
PBO (OBSIDIAN)
Dorothy Parker finds something suspicious in the suicide of an artist – who works triple in value after the death.
LAVENE, JOYCE AND JIM – A SPIRITED GIFT
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Mayor of Duck, North Carolina hosts a mayor’s conference in the local inn – but one of the guests is murdered & Dae hunts a killer.
LOWELL, VIRGINIA – A COOKIE BEFORE DYING
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Olivia & her Yorkie discover the dead man’s body – and he looks suspiciously like someone seen fleeing the health food store.
MURPHY, SHIRLEY ROUSSEAU – CAT COMING HOME
7.99
1PB (HARPER)
PATTERSON, JAMES - TOYS
9.99
1PB (HACHETTE) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
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PENROSE, ANDREA – THE COCOA CONSPIRACY
7.99
PBO (OBSIDIAN)
Lady Arianna & her husband track a traitor after finding sensitive documents in a rare book of botanical engravings.
SHELTON, PAIGE – CROPS AND ROBBERS
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Becca finds her mother in Becca’s kitchen with the body of the man who just snubbed Becca’s strawberry preserves.
SIMMONS, DAN – BLACK HILLS
9.99
1PB (HACHETTE) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
STABENOW, DANA – THOUGH NOT DEAD
7.99
1PB (ST. MARTIN)
WOODS, STUART – BEL-AIR DEAD
9.99
1PB (BERKELY) PREMIUM PAPERBACK

JANUARY PAPERBACKS
SMITH, ALEXANDER MCCALL – THE GREAT CAKE MYSTERY
7.99
PBO (ANCHOR)
In the young Precious Ramotswe’s first case, she sets out to find out who is behind a number of thefts at her school
BEATON, M.C. – DEATH OF A CHIMNEY SWEEP
7.99
1PB (HACHETTE)
BLAKE, HEATHER – IT TAKES A WITCH
7.99
PBO (OBISDIAN) NEW SERIES
Darcy Merriweather has just discovered that she is a witch and when she tries to learn about her gift she gets involved in murder.
BURDETTE, LUCY – AN APPETITE FOR MURDER
7.99
PBO (OBISDIAN) NEW SERIES
Key West food critic Hayley Snow’s boss is murdered and Hayley is pulled in by police as the main suspect.
CLARK, MARY HIGGINS – WE’LL MEET AGAIN
7.99
1PB (POCKET)
CORNWALL, PATRICIA – PREDATOR
9.99
1PB (BERKLEY) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
CRAIS, ROBERT – THE SENTRY
9.99
1PB (BERKLEY) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
DANIELS, CASEY – WILD, WILD DEATH
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Pepper Martin’s job has been cut so Pepper goes to New Mexico for a vacation, where a friend is kidnapped.
DARE, LILA – DIE JOB 7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
After a murder attempt at a haunted plantation, Violetta’s beauty salon friends help unravel secrets that go back years.
DEAVER, JEFFREY – CARTE BLANCHE
9.99
1PB (SCRIBNER)
ELLIS, DAVID – BREACH OF TRUST
9.99
1PB (BERKLEY) PREMIUN PAPERBACK
HYZY, JULIE – AFFAIRS OF STEAK
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
White house chef Olivia Paras and her nemesis Peter Sargeant must work together to solve a double murder in the White House staff.
LAURIE, VICTORIA – GHOUL INTERRUPTED
7.99
PBO (OBSIDIAN)
M.J. Holliday & crew head for New Mexico where a dreadful demon is waging warfare, and Sam Whitefeather needs their help.
MARIANI, SCOTT – THE MOZART CONSPIRACY
7.99
1
PB (POCKET)
REED, HANNAH – PLAN BEE
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Story Fischer investigate when a dead body makes an appearance in the towns Harmony Festival parade.
SHELTON, PAIGE – IF FRIED CHICKEN COULD FLY
7.99
PBO (BERKLEY)
Betts and Gram discover the body of a local theatre owner in the Cooking School’s closet and fingers are pointed at Gram.
SWANSON, DENISE – MURDER OF A BARBIE AND KEN
7.99
PBO (OBSIDIAN)
Skye Denison & Simon are hobnobbing with an upwardly mobile new group until the perfect couple is murdered…

KEY:1PB =FIRST TIME IN PAPER/R= REPRINT/PBO= PAPERBACK ORIGINAL/TPB=TRADE PAPERBACK

PREVIEWS 2011
TODD, CHARLES

A LONELY DEATH

$14.99

(HARPER)

Three men have been murdered in a Sussex village, and Scotland Yard’s Ins. Ian Rutledge has been called in. It’s a baffling case. The
victims are soldiers who survived the horrors of World War I only to meet a ghastly end in the quiet English countryside two years
later. Each had been garroted, with small ID discs left in their mouths. But even Scotland Yard’s presence doesn’t deter this vicious
and clever killer. Shortly after Inspector Ian Rutledge arrives, a fourth soldier is found dead. With few clues to go on and the pressure
building, Rutledge must gamble everything—his job, his reputation, and even his life—to find answers.

MURPHY, SHIRLEY ROUSSEAU

CAT TELLING TALES

$19.99

(MORROW)

A suspicious fire leaves a 12-year-old boy homeless when the body of his alcoholic elderly guardian is discovered in
the smoldering ruins. Then, a woman with two children appears on the Damen doorstep, claiming to have no money
and nowhere else to go. The experienced Joe Grey smells a rat, and will work his paws off to prove it. Scratching
out clues, he and his P.I. posse follow a trail that lead to a scam involving a group of shady real estate agents. Then
a realtor goes missing, Joe suspects something more sinister.
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WAITE, URBAN

THE TERROR OF LIVING

$14.99

(BACK BAY)

For 20 years Phil Hunt has lived on his small farm in Washington State, raising horses and trying to stay clear of
the law. But when a less-than-legal side job goes horribly wrong, Phil is suddenly on the run from tow men- Drake,
the deputy sheriff who wants to jail him, and Grady, a vicious hitman with a knife fetish who wants to kill him. An
explosive chase ensues, with Hunt using all his willpower & toughness to rescue his quiet life and save his own skin.

THE WHISPERER

CARRISI, DONATO

$25.99

(MULHOLLAND)

Severed arms are discovered in a clearing, buried in a circle, and belonging to girls who have recently been
abducted. Alive or dead, the remainder of the bodies is missing. By-the-book criminologist Goran Gavila is paired
with Officer Mila Basques, whose reputation of insubordinate behavior is counterbalanced only by her ability in
cases involving missing children. Gavila & Vasquez find are confronted with a killer who is clearly guilty but raises
new questions regarding the case. This book is a literary thriller that is a smash bestseller in Europe.

SHATTER

ROBOTHOM, MICHAEL

$14.99

(MULHOLLAND)

Joe O’Loughlin is in a familiar spot – standing on a high bridge trying to stop a person from jumping. His failure to
save the woman haunts him, until her teenage daughter finds him and reveals that her mother would never have
committee suicide – at least not that way – she was terrified of heights. Faced with this, Joe must find out what
caused the woman to commit such a desperate act and finds himself facing and adversary who tears minds apart.

GUILTY WIVES

PATTERSON, JAMES & ELLIS, DAVID

$27.99

(LITTLE, BROWN)

Abbie Elliot has had a really bad year, giving up her life to follow her diplomat husband to a new live in Zurich. Now
she and her friends are in desparate need of a vacation, and decide to spend a weekend in Monte Carlo. They
indulge in every temptation: fine wining and dining, high-stakes gambling, and gorgeous men. The party comes to a
sudden halt when two bodies are found and the friend’s are the prime suspects. In a dramatic trial it becomes
clear that they have been framed but by whom?

THE ROOK

O’MALLEY, DANIEL

$25.99

(LITTLE, BROWN)

“The body you are wearing used to be mine” says the letter Myfanwy Thomas is holding when she awakes in a park
surrounded by bodies. With no memory of who she is, she follows the instructions left by her former self. She
soon learns that she is a Rook, a high level operative in a secret agency that battles supernatural forces. She also
learns that there is a mole in the organization, and that person wants her dead. In this suspenseful and hilarious
debut, Myfanwy will will battle and enormous conspiracy.

GIDEON’S CORPSE

PRESTON & CHILD

$26.99

(GRAND CENTRAL)

Ex-thief & nuclear scientist Gideon Crew gets is called in when a colleague of his, Chalker, has taken an innocent
family hostage. Crew tries to talk him out of it, but the Chalker is killed by a SWAT team. Authorities discover
that Chalker was part of a terrorist cell that was trying to detonate a stolen nuclear weapon. Gideon’s attempt’s to
aid in the investigation result in him being framed as one of terrorists himself, forcing him to go on the run to try
to find the real terrorists.

SMITH, TOM ROB

AGENT 6

$25.99

(GRAND CENTRAL)

1965. Leo Demidov, former secret police agent, is kept at home as his wife and daughters travel to New York
where they end up being caught up in a horrible tragedy. Leo demands that he be allowed to investigate and find
the attacker that struck at his family. In a story that spans from the 60’s to the 90’s and continents, Leo’s pursuit
of justice will force him to confront everything he ever thought he know about his country, his family and himself.

SMITH, TOM ROB – CHILD 44

$14.99

(GRAND CENTRAL)

A debut thriller set in Stalinist Russia. Leo Demidov, a rising prominent officer in the state security force, is a
former war hero who only wants to defend his country’s workers paradise. To do this and guarantee a secure life
for his family, Leo has spent his career suppressing ideological crimes against the State. But then the impossible
happens – a serial killer is on the loose in this paradise. At the same time, Leo is in trouble with the state. To save
his own life he must confront the security forces & stop a criminal that the State won’t even admit exists.
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READ, CORNELIA – INVISIBLE BOY

$13.99

(GRAND CENTRAL)

Runaway socialite Madeline Dare is shocked when she discovers a child’s skeleton in her own week-ridden family
cemetery across the river from Manhattan. Determined to see justice done, Madeline finds herself examining her
own troubled history along with the sometimes hidden, sometimes all too public, class and racial warfare that
penetrates every level of society in the street of New York City in the early 1990’s.
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